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QUAKE’s Q-Pro satellite data modem is innovation at its best and marks the dawn of a new age in 
global remote asset tracking.  QUAKE    has developed and patented an exclusive technology that 
offers clients a wide array of fully customizable options and a choice of which network access to use.

The Q-Pro  is  a  rugged  environmentally  sealed  modem that provides clients the ability  to  select a   
myriad of powerful options including inputs/outputs,   antenna detection,  CAN Bus,  memory and 
network  accessibility  based on their technical  and  functional requirements.   The Q-Pro uses an API  
(Application Programming Interface) that  empowers  developers to integrate its functions and build 
customized onboard applications.  The Q-Pro delivers one or two-way data communications through 
multiple satellite and terrestrial networks.   The Q-Pro is equipped  with an advanced 50-channel GPS 
system for location and navigational purposes.    QUAKE  also offers  additional configuration options 
available on larger volume orders.

The Q-Pro is the first and only solution on the market that affords clients with an intelligent universal
communications protocol transmitted across multiple  global satellite and  terrestrial networks.  Even 
when new  circumstances  arise,  the Q-Pro’s footprint,  processing and connections remain constant. 
End-users are also granted an unprecedented number of network system options to select based on
their needs. 

The Q-Pro,  a self-contained modifiable solution, is designed for multiple applications, and is an ideal 
option for  any  developer that has project time constraints.   The Q-Pro can  retrieve  data automati-
cally from remote power substations and metering facilities such as oil and gas supply stations. With 
this feature, not only are development costs and timelines reduced considerably,  mobile assets such 
as trucks,  ships and containers are easily managed and monitored.  
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-  Customizable dual-mode Orbcomm/Iridium/
    Globalstar/GSM with GPS 
-  Programmable stand-alone solution
-  Con�gurable individual inputs for monitoring sensors
    and selected interval reporting
-  Able to set automatic alarm conditions
-  Environmentally sealed with IP67 enclosure
-  Messages can be programmed:
   -  on a regular schedule
   -  by exceptions
   -  combination of both

*Optional - Contact your QUAKE representative for details.
**Satellite Tx requires a minimum of 10.5 VDC 
***Depending on the model number available, serial ports may vary
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